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The judicial archives in general and the trials before the Cour dAssises in 
particular constitute a surprisingly rich source. The preliminary investigation 
of a case and, especially in this procedure, the documents relating to the 
hearing of the witnesses, provide many indications, albeit scanty, of the 
characteristics of mentalities and village practices otherwise largely unknown. 
This is especially the case of the so-called procedures of arrangement or 
compromise. The careful study of about thirty cases of sexual violence tried 
between 1830 and 1867 before the Namur Cour dAssises,1 enabled me to draw 
a profile of this community informal justice? 

The attempts to reach an arrangement can be defined as a request for 
pardon when faced with the threat of a strong external intervention: formål 
justice} When arraigned, an individual finds himself confronted with 
mechanisms from which he cannot escape, with a system of interpretation 
and values (those of the magistrates) that are sometimes very far from the 
register of the village s current values.4 The request for arrangement returns 
the settlement of conflicts to the internal social field.5 In this paper, my aim 

1 With two exceptions, all the acts of sexual violence tried in these Cour dAssises proceedings 
were committed in the rural world. 
2 GUILARD, P.-Y., Les pratiques infrajudiciaires des communautés villageoises Cåte-d'Oriennes 
du XlXéme siéde in L'infrajudiciaire du Moyen-Age ä Vépoque contemporaine. Actes du colloque de 
Dijon 5—6 octobre 19%, Publications de 1'Université de Bourgogne, sous la direction de Benoit 
Garnot, Dijon, 1996, t. LXXXI, p. 428. 
3 LAMAISON, R, E. CLAVERIE, Uimpossible mariage. Violence etparenté en Gévaudan, 77-

igéme siéde, Paris, 1982, p. 266. 
4Ibid., p. 266 
5 Idem. 
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will be, on the one hand, to study the conditions in which conciliatory ap-
proaches may emerge and, on the other hand, to bring out the strategies 
used by the families to arrive at the arrangement. Finally, I will disclose, as 
far as possible, the influence exerted by the rural community, the pressure 
put on the conciliatory process by the rural population in general, and the 
local notables in particular. We will see that the attempts to reach an ar
rangement are never kept secret - indeed, they are often accompanied by a 
real arbitration from the village community - and their failure or success is, 
in practice, beyond the sole will of the negotiating parties. 

I must add that the attempts referred to in the cases under study are, in 
most cases, procedures that have in some way failed, as otherwise no penal 
action would have been taken, logically. I will pay a particular attention to 
the reasons that may explain this "failure". On the basis of cases dealt with, 
I will venture a few observations and assumptions on the elements likely to 
explain the progressive decline in conciliatory practices. 

The Preliminaries to the Attempts to Reach an Arrangement 

The conciliatory attempts will be made only if a very particular series of 
conditions are met. A "threat" must become clear before a sexual offender or 
members of his family become involved (either at his request or not) in a 
process of arrangement. In four of five cases where reference is made to this 
type of procedure, the attempt to reach an arrangement is made because a 
public rumour has spread previously: in the village, people start talking pub-
licly about the violent act perpetrated, so that the alleged offender is some-
how made aware of the charges brought against him. Consequently, the 
offender finds himself in a position of weakness and he will try, through 
various means, to stop "the bleeding". The intention of the alleged offender 
will be to induce the victim or her family to stop spreading the accusations 
casting dishonour upon him with, of course, the aim of hoping to avoid a 
confrontation with the "formål" justice. Resort to an arrangement will prob-
ably be all the more powerfully urged if the offender or his family is able to 
exert some means of "pressure" (financial, for example); of if, alternatively, 
the respectability or reputation to defend has hitherto been incontestable; 
or, finally, if some form of "social ascendancy" works in favour of the of
fender (because the victim and her entourage are of modest descent). 

Since public rumour is a key element as a preliminary to an attempt to 
reach an arrangement, one can ask how it is "triggered". Sometimes, it might 
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be a deliberate strategy adopted by the victims entourage to try to spur the 
offender to negotiate. So, when the arrangement is reached, the victims 
entourage hopes to have obtained redress for the attack on the family honour 
(all the stronger symbolically speaking as the steps taken by the offender 
will not remain unknown), 6without having to appeal to formål justice, a 
daunting undertaking for people in the rural world.7 As shown by Vigarello, 
the motives urging some victims or their families to spread the rumours may 
be venal, based on the hope of being paid for their silence, to get something 
from the supplicant.^ln my study, however, I have found no clear mention of 
such an approach. On the contrary, I should add that in some cases analysed 
- and I consider this to be very important - the rumour appears to have 
circulated at the expense of the victims family. It can indeed happen that 
the family will try to conceal the infamy that "polluted" their child and that, 
if it becomes public knowledge, will bring dishonour on the whole family. 

The Arrangement's Strategies: Individual Approaches 
and Collective Pressure 

Any one attempt to reach an arrangement differs from the others, as the 
conditions in which it takes place also vary. Some offenders choose to involve 
a village notable, who will play the role of mediator in the conciliatory process, 
a mediator who will also give more weight to their approach. But it is not 
everybody who appeals to this individual. One such case is that of the 
schoolteacher Gaspart,9 who regularly abuses one of his pupils. It is probable 
that if Gaspart does not have recourse to a mediator, it is due to the fact that 
he already enjoys some social prestige because of his position. As a first step, 
I am going to go into the details of this case. 

Thérése Mouchette (12 years old) is regularly the victim of sexual abuses 

6GUILARD, P.-Y., op. cit., p. 430. 
7 GARNOT, B., Conclusion in Uinfrajudiciaire duMoyen-Age ä Vépoque contemporaine. Actes du 
colloque de Dijon $-6 octobre 1995, Publications de 1'Université de Bourgogne, sous la direction de 
Benoit Garnot, Dijon, 1996, t. LXXXI, p. 467. The practices of the formål justice are ignored 
by a large part of the rural populations in the i9th century. 
8 VIGARELLO, G., Histoire du viol, i6-2oéme siécle, L'univers historique, Paris, 1998, p.29. 
9 Palats de justice de Namur, (P.J.N.), Cour d'Assises deNamur (C.A.N.), Gaspart case, June 
i9th,1856. 
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committed by Gaspart, the village teacher, after school, in the year 1856. 
When her family asks her why she is late, Thérése answers that the school-
teacher keeps her with the others for a longer time after class to prepare her 
first communion. Her grandmother, in whom she confides, is shocked by 
her story. When justice intervenes and interrogates this woman, she denies 
the whole thing. Apparently, she does not want to see this matter dragged 
through the publicity of court proceedings. When the victims uncle and 
aunt hear that the schoolteacher has taken liberties with their niece, they are 
utterly crushed and, from now on, avoid mentioning the subject. However, a 
few days låter the victims aunt reveals the whole affair to the Delvosals, the 
apparently rather well-to-do farmers she works for. 

The news spreads rapidly through the village. As always, it is impossible 
to say through which channel, but soon, the parish priest wants to see the 
child. Delvosals wife, who practically takes the matter in hand from this 
moment, goes with Thérése to his home. The cleric addresses the victim 
with questions such as: were you happy to consent to nasty games like that? 
From this interrogation, the theme of the suspect child emerges. The curé 
almost seems to accuse the child of having enjoyed these "nasty games". As 
emphasised by Vigarello, in this mans mind, maybe is the child already 
partly guilty by merely having come in contact with sacrilegious sexuality? 
When they question the child, the curé and the farmer's wife do not go too 
far in their questions, because (according to the farmer's wife) both she and 
the curé understand very well what it is about. The crucial topic, the "igno-
minious" sex is always modestly avoided. 

The schoolteacher Gaspart calls on the home ofThéréses guardians, 
promising them a reward if they swear to be silent. Given their reaction to 
the childs revelations, it is not difficult to understand to what extent the 
younggirls family would undoubtedly feel reluctant to initiate proceedings 
against the schoolteacher. On the one hand, they fear somehow being pub-
licly "branded with the infamy" and, on the other hand, given Gaspart's 
excellent reputation, his respectability is likely to impress the humble fam
ily. Thus, it is probable that if the case is going to be brought before the 
courts it will not be at their instigation. This is confirmed by the reaction of 
the victims grandmother, who, when questioned during the preliminary 
investigation of the case, will go so far as to deny everything. In fact, the 
responsibility for instituting the proceedings rests with the Delvosals. With-
out them, it is very likely that Gaspart would have achieved his aim and that 
the schoolteacher would not have been confronted with justice. Most cer-
tainly, his crime would not remain unknown but it would probably be kept 
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secret, in so far as a soc\$\ pressure or a tacit agreement would have compelled the 
village to keep silent.10 But Xavier Delvosal requires that Gaspart be tried. 
He acquaints a merchant from Ciney with the facts and asks him to settle 
matters between them. His failure to handle the matter himself is because 
he fears the grudges andfire... This very meaningful sentence shows clearly 
that at least a part of the rural community adheres to the schoolteachers 
cause, even if no other document in the file says more on this point.The fear 
of private revenge is very real in the farmer's mind. 

The Desquesne case confronts us with other aspects of a certain control 
exerted by the rural community in the process of arrangement.11 On April 9, 
1846, Eugéne Desquesne (16 years old) commits an indecent assault on 
Ferdinande Régnier (a 14-years old lace-maker). It will take a few days be-
fore the young girl finally confides in her family. On May 9, little Antoinette 
Jacquet (11 years old) was the next girl assaulted by the young man. 
Antoinettes mother sees her daughter coming back from school very warm 
and sad. She insists on knowing what happened; her daughter finally con
fides in her. The next day, Antoinettes father calls at the young mans house 
to "have it out" between men. As Vigarello points out, dealing with sexual 
violence remains above all a job for men.12 

Following this episode and according to Jacquet, the matter becomes 
known, people start talking about it publicly in Boussu-en-Fagne. At this 
point, the Desquesnes take fright and implement a conciliation attempt. At 
the young aggressors father request, a village notable intervenes in it. It is 
Mrs. Brasseur, the wife of the customs sub-lieutenant. Brasseur, the sister of 
the accused and he himself then go as a delegation to the Jacquets' house to 
try to negotiate, in the hope of stopping the "leaks" and avoiding the con-
frontation with justice. Desquesnes father is willing to "reward" the Jacquets 
if they agree not to follow the matter up. The young Desquesne wants to 
make his own apologies to Antoinette, but the latter refiises to see the young 
man. Rejecting the approaches, the child s father tells Mrs. Brasseur that 
the matter is too ugly and has already made too much of a stir to stop at that 
point. But despite these threatening remarks, the victims father has not yet 
informed the judicial authorities. A few days låter (probably on May ijth), 
Jacquet sees Mrs. Brasseur again. The latter tells him that Desquesne gave 

10 GU1LARD, op. Cit., p. 431. 
11 P.J.N., C.A.N., Desquesne case, August 18,1846. 
12 VIGARELLO, G., op. Cit., p. 176. 
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her a circumstantial admission of his acts, words that she reported to the 
burgomaster's wife. 

Meanwhile, the grandmother of young Ferdinande Régnier (the other 
victim of Desquesnes doings) did not"remain idle". A fewdays before May 
i7th, she hears that Antoinette Jacquet has been assaulted by Desquesne 
who lifted her petticoat and committed atrocities against her. The grandmother 
mentions this to her granddaughter, Ferdinande, who then confesses to her 
that she was also assaulted by Desquesne. Without any other explanation, 
indignant at this fact,u she calls immediately at the village bourgmestre 
(burgomaster) house to lodge a complaint. Unlike Antoinette s father, who 
"temporises for a few days", Ferdinande's grandmother reacts almost instan-
taneously and, so to speak, in a much more visceral manner. For her, there is 
no time for thought or observation. For the father, on the other hand, there 
would seem to be some kind of waiting period. No doubt he is gauging the 
steps taken by the family of the accused, but that is probably not everything. 
No doubt he is also waiting to see how far the rumour extends (and how as the 
revelations circulate they may, through the attack on his daughter, bring 
dishonour upon his home); no doubt he is also assessing the village reactions. 
The actions relating an arrangement can only with great difficulty remain 
secret in these rural communities, where collective life is very dense.1A Thus, 
according to Lamaison and Claverie, the attitude of the victims family and 
its potential magnanimity would depend on the village pressure, the collective 
demand}5 Maybe Antoinettes father s decision not to accept the proposed 
arrangement depends precisely on this collective demand. 

In this case, it is the commune burgomaster who will inform the Kings 
prosecutor at Dinant of what he has heard, thus fulfilling his duty as person 
in charge of the judicial police at the local level. On May rfh,16 he writes a 
procés-verbal (official police report) in which he records the depositions of 
Desquesnes two victims. It is, however, significant that the burgomaster 
waited until that date to draw up his procés-verbal. As a matter of fact, 
Ferdinandes grandmother came and saw him a few days before and, besides, 

131 am using the words written in her deposition of May 27,1846, before the Juge d'instruction 
(examining magistrate). 
14 GUILARD, P.-Y., op. ät, p. 431. 
15 Ibid., p. 268. 
16 It is only on Sunday, May 17, that the burgomaster receives Ferdinande, accompanied by her 
grandmother, to get her statement. 
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it is very likely that he was informed of Desquesness other doings by the 
public rumour. He too had probably waited for the situation to "decant" 
before acting. In so far as he is completely involved in the village life, the 
role played by this functionary goes well beyond that of merely relaying the 
complaints he receives to the prosecutor. Sometimes, the burgomaster seems 
to be willing to settle the delicate matters inside the community.11 Besides, this 
trend naturally occasioned a great deal of criticism from the judicial au-
thorities against these magistrates, as mentioned by Axel Tixhon in his pa-
per.18 

The Thibaut case is rather unusual:19 it betrays the whole ambiguity of 
the "social control" over the conciliatory process. In this case, it is the pub-
licity of the transaction that will interfere negatively on its development, to 
the point of dooming it to failure. The attempts fails precisely because the 
publicity of the approach deprives it of any aspects that the alleged aggres-
sor's family could regard as "satisfactory". Thibaut reaches the stage of con-
sidering that it would do him more harm to accept the arrangement than to 
bring the matter before the court. 

In September 1842, Séraphin Thibaut, a farmer with a higher than aver-
age social status, attempts to rape Hortense Pappart, a young 16-years old 
girl, who also comes from a rather well-off family.20 When after three months 
of silence, Hortense Pappart finally tells her mother about the origin of the 
swelling that is giving her pain (Thibaut hit her many times), her parents 
have her examined by several doctors. Rapidly, a rumour spreads holding 
Thibaut responsible for Hortense s illness. Again, the question crops up about 
the way people were informed. The coming and going of the doctors and 
the presence of servants in the Pappart's house was bound to accelerate the 
"indiscretions". The fact remains that it is easy to imagine the extent the 
rumour reached when one knows that it is through her daughter that 
Thibaut's wife hears of the rumours that hold her husband responsible for 
Hortenses indisposition.21 Her child heard them at school.22 

Consequently, Séraphin Thibaut and his wife call at the Papparts' house. 

17 MARTIN, J.-C., op. dt., p. 657. 
18 See further Axel TIXHON, Police and social control in the Belgian country areas (1840— 
1885). 
19 P.J.N., C.A.N., Thibaut case, August 13,1843. 
20 Thibaut owns his house, knows how to read and write and employs a woman-servant. The 
victims parents are also educated and have a maid. 
21 It is the Thibaut's servant who reports this information when he testifies. 
22 The Thibauts hear of the rumour on January 2,1843. 
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Thibaut's wife asks the victims mother if there is any foundation for the 
rumours that are circulating, and receives confirmation. Then,Mrs.Thibaut 
allegedly said that if she had informed them earlier instead of babbling about 
it in the village, they would have paidfor the doctors and everything that was 
needed.23 After that, Séraphin reportedly pro tested loudly that he only gave a 
little caress to Hortense. He then wants to see Hortense herself, maybe hop-
ing having to meet the couple face to face, she would reconsider the charges 
she made. But the 16-years old girl maintains her story, prompting Thibaut 
to say låter, in a letter addressed to the prosecutor,24 (...) her immodesty did 
not weaken in theface of the sanctity of marriage, she persisted in her infamy, in 
spite of her awareness of her lie. The victim allegedly told the accused in the 
couples presence, ifI had not been braver than you, I would not endure such a 
pain. Then, his wife, who seems to have doubts about her husbands inno-
cence, reportedly said, Séraphin, sinceyou are a such a brave man, let's return... 

After this visit, Thibaut's wife goes to the village curé to appeal to him. It 
is Thibaut's wife who takes the initiative of trying, through the curé, to pro-
tect the households honour.25The curé will make every attempt to hush the 
matter up, in the interest of bothfamilies and toprevent a scandal. He truly acts 
as a kind of conciliator: calling at the Papparts' house, he asks them to com-
promise, that is not to lodge a complaint. Instead, he suggests that they should 
ask the Thibauts for a sum of money if they are convinced that he is indeed 
the guilty party and, otherwise, to forgive him, on religious grounds26 

Hortense Pappart's family finally accepts, and the victims father says that 
he is pleased with the sum of 1500 francs in compensation. Given the amount 
of money involved, one could ask if the Papparts were not, to some extent, 
motivated by venality. The fact remains that Thibaut rejects the Papparts' 
conditions. For her part, his wife fears the possibility of people interpreting 
this transaction as an admission of guilt. Following this discussion, the curé 
succeeds in lowering the Papparts' demands to the amount of 200 francs, 
but he does not have the time to make another proposal to the Papparts. 
The fact is that in the meantime Thibaut has already visited the victims 

231 am quoting here the terms used by Mrs. Pappart in her deposition of the 23/01/1843, but 
many other witnesses who heard the conversation can confirm at least scraps of it. 
24This is a letter dated i2th of January 1843. 
25 It is worthy of note that women have indeed, in the rural word, the houses reputation in their 
hands SEGALEN, M., Femmes rurales, in Misérable et glorieuse la femme au Kjéme siécle, pre
sented by J.P.Aron, Bruxelles, 1984, p.143. 
26 Terms used by the curé in his testimony of the 24th of January 1843. 
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house accompanied by a bailiff to enjoin her to say that her allegations were 
untrue. When she still refuses to do so, he decides to prosecute her for slan-
der. It is only then that Hortenses father refers the matter to justice. 

This surprising change on the part of Thibaut, who turns from the de
fensive to the offensive, is probably firmly grounded, in part and at a first 
level, in the positions and comments of the rural actors in the setting of the 
process of arrangement, the latter still having, almost inevitably, a public 
dimension. It seems that a part of the rural community sided wholeheart-
edly with Séraphin Thibaut and that some people have a very negative per-
ception of the Pappart familys attitude and, through it, of the victim herself. 
Thus, a Mr. Famenne allegedly stated that Hortense was a whore, because she 
did it and she was askingfor money. On the other hand, the Laneffe burgo-
master himself seems to side with Thibaut. In a good-conduct certificate he 
addresses to the examining magistrates, he indicates that Thibaut was found 
clandestinely to be the author of the deeds laid to his charge. 

So, at least some members of the village community (and not only those 
of less importance) seem to be shocked by the Papparts' attitude. Fortified 
by this support, it was then logical that Thibaut was all the less prepared to 
acknowledge the weakness of his case by accepting the Papparts' conditions. 
Then, the public dimension of the conciliatory attempt conducted by the 
curé in this case was doomed to failure. Because he could count on an irre-
proachable moral conduct until then and support from the community,27 

Thibaut is emboldened to take penal action on his own initiative.28 He would 
have considered that his name was already compromised (and for him this is 
all the more serious as it is secured by a strong aura of respectability, linked 
partly to his "social standing") and that only formål justice could, from now 
on, redress the indignity. From his initiative, he expects the magnificent amends 
for the attacks on his honour and that the reputation of a man that nothing ever 
defiled be restored,.29 

27 He is probably also counting on the fact that there were no direct witnesses of the assault 
itself and that the latter dates from three months before. 
28 It is Thibaut who will be tried for a crime of sexual violence before the Namur Cour dÄssisesr, 
the victim will not be tried for libel. 
29 Letter sent by Thibaut to the procureur du Roi (Kings prosecutor) at Dinant on the i2th of 

January 1843. 
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Judicial authorities and the Attempts to Reach an Agreement 

According to B. Garnot, the formål judicial authorities are hostile or distrust 
the infrajudicial manifestations because these steps are perceived competing 
with their authority.30 In the cases analysed, I found several situations where 
some individuals or groups of persons attempted to influence the course of 
justice by submitting a written statement to the prosecutor. All these efforts 
came to nothing as the magistrates remained completely insensitive to the 
arguments put forward and that these attempts had no effect on the assess-
ment of the crime, and even the judgement passed. 

In this respect, the Gilbert case is fairly revealing.31 On February 6,1842, 
Auguste Gilbert (22 years old), attempts to rape Joséphine Lorendaux (19 
years old). As soon as he is informed, the young girls father decides un-
equivocally to lodge a complaint against Gilbert. Since the aggressor lives in 
France, on the 8th of February, he sends a complaint to the French prosecu
tor of Rocroy, in which he reports the indecent assault on his daughter. 
Being educated, the victims father is able to communicate in writing. Con-
sidering that the events took place in Belgium, the French magistrate sends 
this letter back to his Belgium colleague in Dinant. Joséphine s father indi-
cated to the Rocroy prosecutor that he had also sent a copy of the complaint 
to his colleague in Dinant. In fact, the latter never received it... 

The father explains that in a letter dated February 14, he did, indeed, 
give the letter written for him to his daughter to be mailed. But on the way, 
the young mans parents catch up on Joséphine, and with the help of a few 
worthy persons from the area, succeed in convincing her that this complaint 
must be burned, which she does. Moreover, Joséphines father received a 
visit from the young mans parents. On this topic, he writes: Seeing with my 
own eyes the affliction ofthefather and mother of the young irresponsible person, 
who are the most honestpeople in the world\ I have also, at their request, written 
to Mr. Padox to ask him to kindly be content with reprimanding the young man 
strongly, which my daughter herself also beggedhim to do. The victims father 
refers to another complaint that he had sent to the prosecutor, apparently 
about a libel case. Regarding the families that have offended him, he says, I 

30 Benoit Garnot adds, however, that on the other hand the establishedpowers need infrajudicial 
practices in that they ensure the social regulation because they cannot or do not want to deal with 
everything. GARNOT, B., op. cit., p. 468. 
31 P.J.N., C.A.N., Gilbert case, November 9,1842. 
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also made up my mind toforgive them following the apologies they made to me in 
presence of the Honourable Administrative authority of the area, although the 
tissue of slander in question seemed to him much more serious as to theprejudice 
to be caused than the attempted rape on his daughter. This thinking of the 
father allows us to see on the one hand, how much the defence of ones 
reputation and honour is of capital importance in the rural world of the i9th 
century (without doubt mainly in the bourgeois or, at least near-bourgeois 
classes) and, on the other hand, how little weight is ascribed to sexual vio-
lence. 

In spite of all the requests submitted by Lorendaux, the matter was 
brought before a court, the law had been violated and Gilbert will be sen-
tenced to six years' confinement in his absence.32 It is worthy of note that, in 
this case, the conciliatory process would have been successful if the victims 
father had not been so quick to notify the judicial authorities... 

When the Mens Community Becomes Indignant: 

The "Virile Solidarities" 

Justice remains as inflexible in front of the sometimes glaring demonstra
tions of male solidarity that benefit sexual offenders in two cases. The 
strength of these reactions - mainly in one of the two cases - shows the 
indignation caused by the investigation of the alleged offences. In both cases, 
the accused is a single man, still young and coming from a modest social 
class but having, apparently, at his disposal many relations, a good reputa
tion (until then) and a solid "congeniality-capitaT. The victim is also young, 
she is still single (though of "marriageable" age), and she also comes from a 
modest family. In both cases, the sexual assault was violent, but the rape 
could (apparently) not be consummated. The fact remains that in cases of 
this type where acts of violence are committed between actors correspond-
ing to this profile, a certain community "benevolence" - at least from the 
male community - is shown toward the offender. Probably, this occurs be-
cause the act of sexual violence committed in cases like these is perceived as 
an experiment that is tolerated up to a point.33 

32 Gilbert's flight is, of course, made easier by the great number of people supporting him. 
33 LAMAISON, P., CLAVERIE, E., op. ät, p.209. 
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On June 23, 1833, Pierre Daiche a 25-year-old manservant attempts to 
rape Victoire Paquet, a 21-year-old maidservant.34There are no direct wit-
nesses of the facts. At best, a manservant working with Victoire testifies 
that he saw the aggressor passing by a few minutes after Victoire returned 
(out of breath and with her clothes in disarray), his face was scratched but 
he was singing a song, apparently showing very little concern and seeming 
to consider his crime a prank. The victim does not lodge a complaint herself 
(in any case, this is extremely rare in the rural world) and her parents could 
not take the necessary steps because they live in a neighbouring commune. 
However, and this may have been an act of revenge, somebody decides to 
inform justice. Two gendarmes of the Gembloux brigade certify in aprocés-
verbal (official police report) dated 28th of June that they were informed by 
t\it public rumour, during their round in Corroy-le-Chåteau, of an attempted 
rape committed by a person named Pierre Daiche. It is revealing that the 
informers chose to appeal to the gendarmes (who are still keeping his name 
secret) to inform the system of justice, rather than the burgomaster. Once 
again, he was so involved in village life that he would probably have used 
every effort to hush the matter up somehow or other. 

In the Daiche case file, we find three letters sent by "personalities" to the 
president of the Namur Cour dAssises. These documents constitute very valu-
able sources in that they bring us in direct contact with the conversation of 
rural notabilities about relationships between men and women and sexuality in 
general. The strategies adopted in these letters can be divided into two cat-
egories. On the one hand, there are attempts to draw up a favourable profile 
of the accused (the latter is described as a man of exemplary conduct, of the 
sweetest manners and who has always behaved like a brave and faithful sub-
ject); on the other hand, attempts to minimise the severity of the act of 
sexual violence committed by Pierre Daiche against Victoire. The burgomaster 
of Cortil-Noirmont declares in his letter to the president of the Cour dAssises, 
in a tone where condescension and paternalism are mixed: considering the 
class of society to which this boy and this girl belong, it would be advisable to 
examine if what is said to have happenedbetween thern can truly be consideredas 
an indecent assault or rather as one of these liberties so usual in the country caba-
rets. Behind the burgomaster's words emerges the stereotyped preconcep-

34P.J.N., C.A.N., Daiche case, February 6,1834. Pierre Daiche was sentenced, but par contumace, 
that is to say that the verdict was returned in his absence (he is then a fugitive) by magistrates. 
It is very likely that he would have been acquitted by a jury. 
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tion conjoining under-privileged environments with immorality. A major 
farmer from the village, who is also a communal councillor, explains, for his 
part, that Daiche was a bit drunk when he met the complainant and that he 
must only have taken the liberty to do what all thepeasant men and women do so 
often without the lattergetting angry about it. We find again this stereotype of 
simple people with generally loose morals, and an underlying question about 
why Victoire "has come to complain" whereas most peasant women readily 
consent to the liberties the peasant men take with them? Finally, another 
important farmer declares that if Daiche took a little liberty with Victoire, 
this can only be attributed to the former liaisons he must have had with her in the 
past and to his drunkenness. He adds that consequently, any other reason to 
persist in this so unfair complaint could only be considered as guided by grounds of 
jealousy or rev en ge. 

The support Pierre Daiche enjoys is not limited to a few letters sent by 
local notabilities. One finds in the file several procés-verbaux (official police 
reports) emanating from gendarmes who complain about significant diffi-
culties in gathering information related to the flight of the accused. The 
village population, starting with the farmer Boucquiau, clam up, incontest-
ably attempting to protect Daiche. Some villagers tell the gendarmes that 
the victim can only be a loose woman to tempt the stoutfellow indicated.35 Such 
reactions from the village population suggest the extent of the trauma expe-
rienced by the victims when they or their entourage decided to lodge a com
plaint against a populär individual. Besides the shock of the sexual assault 
itself, one must consider the vexations of every type they probably had to 
face, even if no trace of these is found, of course, in the archives used. 

To conclude this matter, I may add that the clearest demonstration of 
"male solidarity" with an accused is found in the Douxchamps case.36 On 
June 2,1856, Christorine Robert's mother calls at the house of the burgo-
master of Hanzinne to lay a charge against Joseph Douxchamps (32 years 
old). She accuses Douxchamps of attempting to rape her daughter the day 
before. One can only be amazed at the wave of support shown towards the 
accused as soon as his case is brought before the court. The members of the 
Hanzinne communal administration and other notables certify in favour of 
justice and truth that Douxchamps was always of irreproachable conduct, that 

351 take as a basis two letters written on the ioth and 2jth of July by the commanding officer of 
the Perwez brigade to the Namur Juge d'instruction (examining magistrate). 
36P.J.N., C.A.N., Douxchamps case, August 26,1856. 
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he had never given any occasion for scandalformerly (...) and that on the con-
trary (...) he had justly gained the respect of the local authority and the general 
esteem of the inhabitants?1 There is no doubt about that... O ver no signa-
tures, probably from about all the male villagers, are appended to this letter. 

Conclusion and Extension of the Study 

Through the study of these few cases, we could identify some procedures 
involved in attempts to reach an arrangement and the interactions develop-
ing, within these procedures, between the individual strategies and the "col-
lective demand". The closeness of the bonds that became established inside 
the village, the denseness of the inter-relationships and the need to keep the 
peace explain why, sometimes, the internal settlement of conflicts is deemed 
preferable to resorting to formål justice. Very often, the local notables par-
ticipate in the process of arrangement, playing a role of mediator between 
the parties and trying to reconcile the victims family. The same holds true 
in respect of the burgomaster who, apparently, fulfils his duties towards the 
judicial system only with difficulty. In fact, I noticed that, most of the time, 
the burgomasters transmit the information at their disposal to the prosecu-
tor only if the sexual offender has a bad reputation or is "marginalised" by 
asocial behaviour. If this is not the case, they privilege the arrangement within 
the community, notifying the judicial authorities only "låter on" when, ulti-
mately, the arrangement failed. This attitude of the burgomasters originates, 
of course, in a will to maintain the social harmony or, as Axel Tixhon points 
out, to avoid being exposed to resentment; it is, for them, probably also a 
question of keeping some control over the local disputes.38 

If the success of the conciliatory process depends partly on the more or 
less high magnanimity of the victims family, this magnanimity is itself more 
or less firmly imposed by the rural community and probably above all by the 
"community of men". The collective demand will be more forcefiil especially 
if the alleged offender is appreciated in the village, if he fulfils a pre-eminent 
social role, and insofar as the act of sexual violence is not considered, ac-
cording to the village values, to be relatively serious. An act of sexual vio
lence committed by a young bachelor against an unmarried woman from a 
humble family will sometimes be perceived as a little liberty ivhich requires 

37 This letter was sent to the King's prosecutor on June 14,1856. 
38 GUILARD, P.-Y., op. dt., p. 434. 
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little severity, this being especially the case if the rape has not been consum-
mated. There will be less tolerance in favour of a sexual offender who abused 
children. 

However, when a paedophile holds a social position that grants him a 
special standing, the disapproval or indignation resulting from his actions 
will only with difficulty unleash secret resentment.The schoolteacher Gaspart 
went as far as to rape one of his female pupils several times; the curé Bissot 
fondled little choir boys on several occasions from 1847 to i848.39But in both 
cases, the victims families were, apparently, reluctant to lay a charge against 
either of these two individuals. The source of these attitudes lies in a deep 
revulsion to shameful revelations, mostly among the fathers in the families 
(several fathers say that they never wanted to hear the matter mentioned in 
their presence again), that people do not want to publicise through a legal 
action; there is also a certain social reverence towards a person of rank who is 
respected.40This "social reverence" is all the more marked if the victims families 
are of humble descent. On the other hand, in the Bissot case, of the victims 
parents, the only one who dåres to disclose his indignation publicly is a 
doctor. He is also the only one who went and saw "monsieur le curé" to ask 
him if there was any foundation to the prevailing rumours. However, he 
does not lay a charge against him. Neither did the burgomaster of the 
commune, who could not ignore a matter everybody is talking about, notify 
the judicial authorities. Thus, the pressure from the villagers seems rather to 
have been for a settlement of the dispute within the community to "smother 
it". But an individual from the village makes another decision when by 
informing a gendarme on his round of the public rumour, he is the instigator 
of the legal action taken against the parish priest.41 In the Gaspart case, it is 
probably significant that it is an important farmer in the village (the employer 
of the victim s aunt) who indirectly triggers the legal action against the school
teacher, through circuitous ways.42 Given his position, this person is indeed 

39P.J.N., C.A.N., Bissot case, August 6,1849. 
40 SOHN, A.-M., Les attentats ä la pudeur sur les fillettes en France (i8yo-ipjp) et la sexualité 
quotidienne, in Mentalités. Histoire des cultures et des sociétés, Violences sexuelles, presented by Alain 

Corbin, Paris, 1989, p. 98. 
41 The curé Bissot will be sentenced to five years of hard labour by the magistrates of the Cour 
dÄssises, in his absence. It seems, indeed, that he was protected by the Bishop of Namur, who 
would have found a "pious and peaceful place of retreat for him". 
42 Remember that he asked a merchant from Ciney to notify thcprocureur du Roi at Dinant. 
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freed from a constraining feeling of social reverence, and he is of course not 
paralysed by the same fear of public disclosure of the infamy. In both cases, 
the social pressure exerted by the community was not sufficient to "hush the 
matter up". In both cases, the burgomaster who embodies the standard chan-
nel for informing justice was bypassed. 

In this respect, the gendarmes have undoubtedly played an important 
role in the curtailment of the arrangement practices. Indeed, when they 
make their rounds in the villages, individuals can inform them in confi-
dence of the prevailing rumours, thereby sometimes terminating an arrange
ment process, with the intention of revenge or because they really want the 
perpetrator of an act deemed intolerable to be neutralised. Besides, it is very 
significant that, in the cases analysed, almost all the persons who took the 
place of the victims families in informing justice did so through the gen
darmes. It could be noted that, unlike the burgomasters, the gendarmes are 
not involved in village life and that they act as "transmission agents" (to the 
prosecutors) and are fast and completely neutral. Moreover, they never dis-
close the identity of their informers, which constitutes for the latter a valu-
able element of "security". 

Another important factor in the curtailment of the arrangement prac
tices is probably the progressive change in the behaviour of the justiciables 
themselves (victims and victims' families). The more frequent use of the 
courts to satisfy the desires for revenge implies that the fear of justice must 
slowly become less distinct. It also implies that, gradually, the recourse to 
public justice has been deemed more satisfactory than the settlement of 
conflicts through an arrangement. This evolution is a complex phenom-
enon, which will require time and effort to understand. 
For my part, I noted that the shift in the trend of behaviour regarding com-
plaints seems to have occurred during the period under study, around 1850.43 

Hereafter, instead of men, women inform the judicial system more and more 
often, denouncing the acts of a young violent socially prominent "seducer" 
in the village,44 or of a pervert nobody decided to stop in his sad doings. 
Are women placing more and more confidence in justice and the possibili-
ties it offers? It is possible. It is also possible that women decide more and 

43 The limits of my sample (of the 30 cases under study, in 17 of them, it is the victims' family 
that lays a charge against the sexual ofFender) do not allow me to state that there was indeed a 
significant evolution... 
44 This happens in the Douxchamps case. As a reminder, his indictment leads to a general 
mobilization of the village men "to his rescue". 
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more often to take over their husbands' responsibility to inform justice, de-
nounce intolerable doings, because their husbands, as we have seen, appear 
to be more disposed to come to an arrangement. Thus, in the passage from 
a society of "arrangement" to a new societal model where public justice se-
cures a pre-eminent position in the settlement of disputes (and which the 
justiciable has more recourse to spontaneously), women might have played 
an important role of "progress". In this acculturation process, maybe the 
men ("the solidaric male community") have been, on the contrary and in 
general, more attached to the survival of the old conciliatory practices. 
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